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WE NEED YOUR HELP!
We’re all feeling the impact of inflation. Gas prices are through the roof and grocery
bills are increasing weekly. If we are fortunate, the rising cost of living poses a minor
threat to our lifestyle. For a growing number of Morris County residents, who are living
at or below the poverty line, increased prices are devastating. A few extra dollars for
living essentials forces households to make difficult choices fulfilling their basic needs.
With a greater than thirty percent increase in guests working with nourish.NJ, we know that
the need for our offerings is increasingly urgent, and we need your help to sustain them. To
learn about the many ways you can help, visit nourishnj.org/how-to-help.html.

From Donations to Kid’s Culinary Creations
When you support nourish.NJ, your funds contribute
to increased accessibility to the resources our guests
use to transform their lives and the lives of their
children. Recent data from United for ALICE,
revealed that 787,387 children in New Jersey are
being raised in poverty or live in a household that
is considered ALICE (Asset Limited, Income
Constrained, Employed). Based on that data,
nourish.NJ sought a way to engage our younger
guests. In July, we hosted our first healthy cooking
class for kids during our Free Farmers Market at
Manahan Village.
While caregivers selected their produce and more
at the market, kids learned how to make yogurt
parfaits and overnight oats. Our young friends
crafted their own culinary creations and received
a goody bag with every ingredient needed to
make their healthy recipes for friends and family.
The excitement on the children’s faces filled the
whole room with joy—all thanks to your generous
donations. We are excited for the next cooking
class for kids, happening this month!

An Update on Our New Building
Despite our new building in Victory Gardens having a long way to go before it is open
to the public, we are already using the outdoor space for pop-up Free Farmers Markets.
Check out our recent market on August 6th, where nearly 220 people showed up bright
and early on a Saturday morning!

Your continued support will fund the
renovations to transform this building
into a community hub providing case
management, employment, mental
health, physical health, vocational
training and additional programs.

To learn more about our exciting
expansion plans, visit nourishnj.org/
expansion.html.
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Walk for nourish.NJ!
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your friends, and walk anytime, from anywhere, between October 8th – 23rd, 2022.

